
Bears & Chairs                       Individual Student Data Sheet

Date: Additional information:

Student:

Age/grade:

Single word vocabulary:

Colours: Rec (Y/N) Exp (Y/N) Prepositions: Rec (Y/N) Exp (Y/N)
Red On
Blue Under
Yellow Behind
Green In front
Purple Beside
Orange Between
Black Around
White
Total /8 /8 /7 /7

Level 1 – colour + preposition Rec (Y/N) Exp (Y/N)

1.  Put the yellow bear on the chair.
2.  Put the green bear beside the chair.
3.  Put the blue bear behind the chair.
4.  Put the orange bear under the chair.
5.  Put the purple bear in front of the chair.
6.  Put the blue bear on the chair.
7.  Put the red bear beside the chair.
8.  Put the yellow bear behind the chair.
9.  Put the green bear under the chair.
10.  Put the orange bear in front of the chair.
Total           /10           /10

Level 2 – size + colour + preposition Rec (Y/N) Exp (Y/N)

1.  Put the big blue bear under the chair.
2.  Put the big red bear in front of the chair.
3.  Put the small purple bear beside the chair.
4.  Put the big yellow bear on the chair.
5.  Put the small blue bear in front of the chair.
6.  Put the big green bear behind the chair.
7.  Put the small red bear under the chair.
8.  Put the big green bear beside the chair.
9.  Put the big orange bear on the chair.



10.  Put the big purple bear behind the chair.
11.  Put the small yellow bear under the chair.
12.  Put the small green bear in front of the chair.
13.  Put the big yellow bear behind the chair.
14.  Put the small purple bear on the chair.
15.  Put the small orange bear beside the chair.
Total         /15         /15

Level 3 – size + colour + preposition + chair Rec (Y/N) Exp (Y/N)

1.  Put the big red bear behind the white chair.
2.  Put the small blue bear on the black chair.
3.  Put the big orange bear between both chairs.
4.  Put the big green bear beside the white chair.
5.  Put the big yellow bear beside the black chair.
6.  Put the big blue bear under the white chair.
7.  Put the big yellow bear between both chairs.
8.  Put the big green bear in front of the black chair.
9.  Put the small orange bear in front of the white chair.
10.  Put both blue bears on the black chair.
11.  Put the small purple bear between both chairs.
12.  Put both red bears under the white chair.
13.  Put the small yellow bear in front of the black chair.
14.  Put the big blue bear between both chairs.
15.  Put all the small bears around the white chair.
16.  Put the small green bear between both chairs.
17.  Put all the big bears beside the white chair.
18.  Put all the big bears around the black chair.
19.  Put the white chair between the green bears.
20.  Put all the small bears beside the black chair.
Total           /20           /20

Observations summary: weak (1) to strong (5)

Vocabulary: ______

Comprehension: ______

Expression: ______

Grammar: ______

Social: ______

Articulation: ______

Notes:   __________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________



Observations

Rate from weak (1) to strong (5)

Vocabulary - The student knew and could name most of the key words.

1 2 3 4 5

Comprehension - The student understood what was said quickly and accurately.

1 2 3 4 5

Expression - The student was able to describe the images quickly and accurately.

1 2 3 4 5

Grammar - The student was able to speak in grammatically correct sentences.

1 2 3 4 5

Social - The student demonstrated good social communication skills.

1 2 3 4 5

Articulation - The student’s speech was easy to understand.

1 2 3 4 5

Additional information:

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________



Bears & Chairs Classroom Data

Date: Additional information:

Teacher:

Grade:

Bears & Chairs Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Sequencing Notes
Student Rec

/10
Exp
/10

Rec
/15

Exp
/15

Rec
/20

Exp
/20

Rec
/15

Exp
/15

e.g. John Smith 10/10 8/10 9/15 5/15 7/20 2/20 8/15 1/15 Needed repetitions

Notes could mention:

● slow processing time (takes a long time to understand verbal information)

● weak vocabulary (didn’t know or can’t remember some of the words)

● benefited from supports (repetition, use of visuals, wait time)

● grammatical errors (missing words, incorrect word order, diff. combining words)

● weak auditory memory  (can’t seem to remember all the information)

● social communication difficulties (turn taking, eye contact, repairing comm. breakdowns)

● speech sound errors (what sounds did the child have difficulty producing?)
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